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OVERVIEW 
!
Introduction 
EGG is an ensemble of historically informed performers based in Berlin, Germany, whose goals it is to bring 
Early Music to the public in new and interesting ways while pursuing an unusually high level of historicity and 
thereby more fully understanding the personality of the composers and performers from the periods in 
question and hence reintroducing the freshness from the 17th and 18th centuries often lost today, while 
avoiding overly academic sounding performances, which have become commonplace.  !
2014 marks the 250th anniversary of Jean-Philippe Rameau’s demise. Rameau has often been thought to be 
the Isaac Newton of musical harmonic theory through his various musicological publications and managed to 
bring a tenderness and natural expressiveness to his compositions through this knowledge as to render him 
one of the most important composers of the 18th century and one of the most important composers of opera 
of all times. !
In 1737 Rameau published his work “Génération harmonique, ou Traité de musique théorique et pratique”, in 
which, amidst much else, he described and recommended equal temperament, a tuning system of equally 
sized semitone intervals for the harpsichord—the system on which modern piano tuning is based. Until that 
point in history most musicians were tuning using unequally sized semitone intervals on their keyboard 
instruments. Rameau’s suggestions were received positively by only few people but negatively by most other 
contemporaneous musicians. Likewise, today, his equal temperament is almost universally rejected by 
harpsichordists and ensembles even for performances of his music. 

Objectives 
The 20th and 21st century Early Music Revival music scene has virtually unanimously rejected equal 
temperament as a viable tuning system for the Baroque era despite both Rameau and Frescobaldi, amongst 
others, having recommended it at various points. Rameau does suggest that the unequally sized intervals of 
the normal 18th century French tuning system (tempérament ordinaire) do distract from the clarity and 
transparency of music although they conversely add to the beauty in other ways, particularly when employing 
enharmonic misspellings to create dramatic tension. The validity of using equal temperament in the works of 
Rameau does become very obvious, particularly when playing works he wrote after 1737 where he likely 
composed within the limitations and with intent on taking advantages of the liberations which equal 
temperament makes possible. There is still, however, great public resistance today of the use of this tuning, 
even for post 1737 Rameau keyboard music. No recording has yet come to EGG’s attention which employs 
historical instruments tuned using Rameau’s equal temperament.  
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Solution 
Rameau’s Pieces de Claveçin en Concert, is a collection of pieces for harpsichord with the accompaniment of 
one violin or flute and one viola da gamba or two violins. Rameau was inspired to write this set of five 
“concertos” after becoming aware of a new genre in Paris of harpsichord music with violin accompaniment. 
The advantages of performing these works in Rameau’s newly suggested tuning are very quickly apparent. 
Apart from the historical value, the texture and spacial aspects of the pieces acquire a sudden and surprising 
clarity and transparence, much as Rameau foresaw. It is EGG’s intention to record these five suites of pieces 
(approx. 68 minutes) by Rameau written in 1741 and to present the recording to the market at live concerts of 
the same pieces and in doing so it is EGG’s hope to create a new reevaluation of Rameau’s often critiqued 
tuning in addition to bringing unusual music to the public in celebration of Rameau’s life and the innovative 
musical life of France in the 18th century.  

Project Structure 
The project is to assume a multi-level execution: 
• The EGG ensemble will engage various members of its core performing staff to rehearse and record all five 

suites of the Pieces de Claveçin en Concert at the Andreaskirche in Wansee, Berlin, a regularly used 
recording venue. The recording will take place over a period of five days. 

• Post-production of the recordings will be conducted over a period of up to one month after the recording 
dates. During this time the mechanical aspects of a CD will also be completed, such as the CD booklet 
composition and printing.  

• EGG will enter into a publicity campaign to bring the recording and its goals to the public’s notice. This 
publicity campaign will include crowd-funding enterprises and both governmental and corporate funding 
solicitation. Additionally, the various and appropriate forums within social networking platforms which have 
become heavily trafficked by musicians and music lovers, will be taken full advantage of. Corporations with 
French affiliations will be specifically targeted for financial support through advertising and sponsorship.  

• On completion of the final CD product the recording will be presented to the public in purchasable hard-
copy format at live concerts of the Pieces de Claveçin en Concert at various venues in Berlin and within 
Europe initially. Primary target venues for the first performance will include the French Overseas Mission to 
Germany at Berlin and through the Institut Français. 

• On completion of the CD Launch Concert event the CD will be made available to the general public by way 
of digital download and hard-copy purchase through retail outlets in addition to internet downloading.  !
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BUDGET 
!
Financial Breakdown 
A rough estimate of the costs of Project Rameau !

!

Beschreibung Menge Preis/St. Kosten

Performer: Violin/Flute fee per recording day 5 €	 150              €	 750              

Performer: Viola da Gamba fee per recording day 5 €	 150              €	 750              

Performer: Harpsichordist fee per recording day 5 €	 150              €	 750              

Sound technician 1 €	 750              €	 750              

Costs of CD printing 1 €	 750              €	 750              

Launch Concert Musician Fees 3 €	 200              €	 600              

Producer (inclusive of Launch Concert Event) 6 €	 150              €	 900              

Recording Space rental 5 €	 150              €	 750              

Additional Logistical costs (instrument transportation etc.) 4 €	 50                €	 200              

Total €	 6.200           


